
ANIMA 2020 FOCUSES

NORTHERN LIGHTS
Every year, the Anima Festival spotlights production from one or two European countries.

Scandinavian countries and Finland are to be honoured in 2020.

One thing producers working in these countries have in common is to concentrate their production on quality features mainly for chil-
dren. We will be able to see this in particular with the preview in competition screening of Anders Matthesen and Thorbjorn Christof-
fersen Checkered Ninja, an up-tempo adventure with a great friendship story, not without a touch of social criticism.

The Palace cinema will also host a retrospective of children’s films including Gordon & Paddy, Next Door Spy, Rita & Crocodile, etc.
In addition, the Anima audience will have the opportunity to discover what makes independent filmmakers from the North tick through 
a panorama of four short film programmes for adults entitled Northern Lights. Whether inspired by real events, first-hand accounts or 
funny and original invented stories, these directors have tackled the subjects with open minds and a bold artistic vision.
One of them, Swedish filmmaker Jonas Odell, renowned in the industry for his ex-studio FilmTecknarna, prolific in commercial and music 
video making, and his multi-award-winning Never Like the First Time, will be visiting the professional days to present his new studio The 
Chapel Films.

And what better way to round off this Nordic focus than with the preview screening to close the Festival of Danish filmmakers Anders 
Morgenthaler and Mikael Wulff’s latest feature Monty and the Street Party, co-produced by the Belgian Caviar Films, giving the Anima 
2020 audience one last opportunity to delve into the crazy minds of our friends from the North, and in this case, the Danes, in the pres-
ence of the Belgian Team of the film.

TRIBUTE TO THE LUXEMBOURG STUDIO MÉLUSINE PRODUCTIONS
There are little countries that play a big role on a European level and this is definitely the case for Luxembourg. It was high time to 
take a closer look at two sibling companies, Mélusine Productions and studio 352, one in charge of production and the other looking 
after the making of the films. Founded 20 years ago by Stéphan Roelants, who is still at the helm, these two studios have produced or 
co-produced a dozen of the most popular European features of recent years, like Ernest & Celestine, Song of the Seas, The Swallows of 
Kabul, The Breadwinner, TV series, shorts, documentaries and many more.

They currently have five feature film projects on the go (Molesworth, Slocum, Le Sommet des dieux, Kensukes Kingdom, Wolfwalkers) 
that founder and studio head Stéphan Roelants will talk more about in the Mélusine, a (co)production model conference.

Stéphan Roelants will also be here to defend his editorial line which is based on serving original scripts and quality visuals and content, 
as well as presenting a preview screening of a film that takes a step off the beaten track of the Anima Festival: the animated documen-
tary denouncing rape used as a weapon of war and its impunity, Zero Impunity. The film, directed by a trio - the Blies brothers and Denis 
Lambert - is emblematic of the studio’s position.

The majority of the feature films from these two Luxembourg studios are set to be screened at Flagey or the Palace for this special 
tribute.
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